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Welcome to

McKinsey Finland
We serve Finland’s leading companies, multinational corporations, and the public sector, helping them to accelerate sustainable and inclusive growth.









We partner with Finland’s leaders across multiple sectors to build significant and lasting improvements. We are passionate about developing long-term perspectives on the challenges facing the Finnish economy. We want to make a tangible difference in society by building leaders—within our firm, among our clients, and beyond—who have the commitment and capability to transform large organizations and improve the entire country.
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Featured Insights
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Report

Global Energy Perspective 2023
October 18, 2023 - In an evolving energy landscape, our Global Energy Perspective 2023 provides insights into long-term trends that will shape the energy transition.
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Article

Beyond the hype: New opportunities for gen AI in energy and materials
February 5, 2024 - Generative AI can create additional value from other forms of AI and analytics—and the energy and materials sector is uniquely...
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Article - MGI Research

Accelerating Europe: Competitiveness for a new era
January 16, 2024 - Turbulent times have highlighted new fragilities in Europe’s economies. Addressing them could be the catalyst for a new...
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Article - McKinsey Quarterly

A different high-growth story: The unique challenges of climate tech
January 26, 2024 - Capital-intensive, sustainable businesses offer growth on a scale achieved by technology juggernauts of recent decades. But they...
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Article

What’s driving the Nordic countries’ software export surge?
January 23, 2024 - Nordic countries represent just 3 percent of global software demand, yet they have become home to Europe’s fastest-growing...
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Report

The economic potential of generative AI: The next productivity frontier
June 14, 2023 - Generative AI is poised to unleash the next wave of productivity. We take a first look at where business value could accrue and...
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Article

Global Energy Perspective 2023: Sustainable fuels outlook
January 10, 2024 - Demand for sustainable fuels is projected to grow as the world strives to meet decarbonization targets, but additional investment...
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Report - MGI Research

Geopolitics and the geometry of global trade
January 17, 2024 - Global trade patterns are reconfiguring. More shifts are likely and businesses need to be aware of the potential trade-offs of...
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Report

Building circular: Maximizing CO2 abatement and business opportunities
January 9, 2024 - The built environment holds immense potential for positive change. We share a path toward a more sustainable industry that can...
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Report - McKinsey Health Institute

Closing the women’s health gap: A $1 trillion opportunity to improve lives and economies
January 17, 2024 - Investments addressing the women’s health gap could add years to life and life to years—and potentially boost the global economy...
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Report

The State of Fashion 2024: Finding pockets of growth as uncertainty reigns
November 29, 2023 - Fashion companies will face economic headwinds, technology shifts, and an evolving competitive landscape in 2024. However, shifting...
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Article

Nordic champions: The value creation formula at the cusp of a new era
December 13, 2023 - Nordic companies can tap into their understated strengths to spur growth in an increasingly uncertain world.
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Interactive

What matters most? Eight CEO priorities for 2024
December 12, 2023 - Forming the right agenda is not getting easier. Here’s our annual attempt to cut through the clutter and zero in on things...









Our Leadership
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Kari Kulojärvi
Managing Partner and PartnerHelsinki

Leads the firm in Finland and the Baltics, as well as telco, media, and high-tech work in Finland; helps companies reach full...
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Anna Granskog
PartnerHelsinki

Extensive experience in the electricity, basic materials, and engineering industry sectors with particular focus on strategy...
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Jukka Maksimainen
Senior PartnerHelsinki

Leads the firm’s work in global energy and materials using experience in serving natural-resources companies, advanced-industries...



See more





Careers



Working in Finland
The Finland office recruits exceptional students from top universities, as well as accomplished, experienced professionals. We believe that collaboration among diverse, highly talented people brings both creativity and passion to our work. Once you join our firm, we will support you in your personal and professional growth throughout your career.



Learn more




Our Location

Helsinki
Eteläesplanadi 18
00130 Helsinki
Finland


Voice:+358 (9) 6157 100Fax:+358 (9) 6157 1200
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